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Sightline Commercial Solutions’ custom drink surfaces instantly elevate the fan experience at any stadium, 

arena or ballpark. From ADA-compliant sections to club decks and VIP lounges, our drink railing systems 

enable patrons to enjoy games, concerts, performances and other events comfortably and “hands-free” by 

providing convenient support for concessions, beverages and belongings.

Our selection of Drink Rails, Drink Tops and Drink Shelves are offered in a variety of surface materials, 

including solid metal, perforated metal and glass. Designed to seamlessly integrate into any Sightline 

Commercial Solutions’ railing system, these custom components also can stand alone, be post supported or 

wall mounted to meet the needs of any project. Customized designs may be equipped with lighting and USB 

connections for added convenience and comfort.

Drink Rail

Custom Cable rail with solid surface top Angled bar posts with formed aluminum drink surface

Tube posts with formed stainless steel drink surface & outletsStainless steel posts with glass drink surface

Blackened steel posts with solid surface top Custom GridguardTM mesh railing with wood top 
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Drink Tops

Drink Shelves

Opaque glass drink surface mounted to TrackTM glass railing

Solid surface top mounted to GridguardTM mesh railingClear glass drink surface mounted to TrackTM glass railing

Solid surface top  mounted to TrackTM glass railing

Standalone half circle table with aluminum plate top

GridguardTM integrated half circle table with solid surface top

Post RailTM integrated round table with formed aluminum top

Standalone half circle table with aluminum plate top


